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Exploring Our City for 68 Years

2016 TOUR SEASON
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Know Your Chicago 2016 Season
SYMPOSIUM Know Your Chicago Wednesday, September 7 $85 

2016 Symposium Rain or shine Bus transportation
& lunch included

TOUR 1 Navy Pier at 100:     Tuesday, September 13 or $85 Bus 
Reimagining the People’s Pier Wednesday, September 14 Bus transportation

Rain or shine & lunch included 

TOUR 2 East Meets West in Medicine: Thursday, September 29 or $85 
Collision or Coalition Friday, September 30 Bus transportation

Rain or shine & lunch included

TOUR 3 Heroin HIGHway:  Monday, October 10 or $85 
Road to Recovery Tuesday, October 11 Bus transportation

Rain or shine & lunch included

TOUR 4 Architects of Tuesday, October 18 or $85
Global Knowledge Wednesday, October 19 Bus transportation

Rain or shine & lunch included

TOUR 5 21st Century Policing Tuesday, November 1 or $85
Thursday, November 3 Bus transportation
Rain or shine & lunch included

(Extended Tour Day)
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Exploring Our City for 68 Years

The Know Your Chicago Committee takes great pleasure in 
welcoming you to our 68th season of civic engagement with the 
Chicago community. Founded in 1948 by Mary Ward Wolkonsky, 
Know Your Chicago seeks to provide Chicagoans with insight 
into the forces and institutions that shape our city, so that we 
might be more active and engaged citizens.

The season begins with a day-long Symposium at Ida Noyes Hall 
on the University of Chicago Hyde Park campus. Each year, our 
speakers address important issues related to the season’s Tours 
and topics.

Over the years, programs have explored a wide range of issues, 
including:   brain research, invasive species in Chicago’s waters, 
the poetry scene from salons to slams, a recent manufacturing 
renaissance, being transgender, the vibrant contemporary art 
culture, and planning for Chicago’s 21st century. The Symposium 
and Tours are researched, planned, and implemented by the 
Know Your Chicago Committee, which reflects a broad range of 
communities, organizations, and perspectives. 

Visit our website at knowyourchicago.org to register for 
Tours, keep current with the latest KYC news, access historical 
information on the organization and past Tours, and view 
frequently asked questions. 

Welcome to our 68th season!
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Know Your Chicago 
2016 Symposium
Join us for a day of presentations on some 
of Chicago’s cultural and medical highlights, 
as well as some of the most urgent social 
concerns of our time. The Know Your Chicago 
Symposium, the official beginning of the 
annual Tour series, brings together five 
prestigious speakers who address important 
issues related to the season’s Tours. 2016 Tours 
include Navy Pier’s exciting transformation at 
100, the Chicago Public Library’s dynamic new 
programs and partnerships, an exploration of 
integrative medicine, from dope to hope on 
the heroin highway, and police training and its 
critical role in community life. The information 
presented at the Symposium complements, 
but is distinct from, that presented on the 
Tours. Whether you’re joining us for all of the 
Tours, or want to attend only the Symposium, 
we’re sure you’ll find the talks valuable and the 
speakers engaging.

NOTE: Symposium registration is required for 
Tour registration until September 7 or until the 
Symposium sells out, whichever happens first. 

Welcome 
Gay-Young Cho, Chair, Know Your Chicago
Mark R. Nemec, Dean, The University of 
Chicago Graham School 

Navy Pier’s 100-Year History of 
Reinventing Itself
Geoffrey Baer, 
WTTW Producer and Program Host
Navy Pier at 100: 
Reimagining the People’s Pier (Tour 1)

Modern Medicine:  
The Merger of East and West 
David W. Miller, 
M.D., L.Ac., Fellow American Academy of
Pediatrics, Diplomate of Oriental Medicine
East Meets West in Medicine:
Collision or Coalition (Tour 2)

SYMPOSIUM

When Wednesday, September 7 

Rain or shine

Time 9 am–3:15 pm 

Where Ida Noyes Hall  
1212 E. 59th Street, 
Chicago IL 60637.

NEW | Buses depart from  
the north curb of Adams  
between Canal and Clinton  
at 8:30 am and return at 3:15 
pm. Participants may drive.  
Street and valet parking are  
available.

Cost $85

Lunch included

The Power of Addiction: From Despair to 
Redemption 
William Cope Moyers, 
Vice President of Public Affairs and Community 
Relations, Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation
Heroin HIGHway: Road to Recovery (Tour 3)

A Brilliant Partnership
Brian Bannon, 
Commissioner, Chicago Public Library
Robert A. Wislow, Chairman, Chicago Public 
Library Foundation; Chairman, CBRE
Architects of Global Knowledge (Tour 4)

Policing in Chicago:  
Past, Present, and Future
Lori E. Lightfoot, Partner, Mayer Brown LLP; 
President, Chicago Police Board
21st Century Policing (Tour 5)
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What Chicago landmark has served as a naval 
base, a prison, a state university, a welcome 
center for immigrants, and now the 9th largest 
tourist destination in the world? As Navy Pier 
turns 100, let’s toast this remarkable Chicago 
landmark, appreciate its rich history, and 
celebrate its Centennial Vision and exciting 
physical transformation. We’ll tour the Pier 
inside and out, including the splendid new 
Pierscape by New York City’s High Line 
landscape designer James Corner. Join us to 
visit the reimagined Navy Pier!

Travel in style from our meeting point to the 
tour site in Navy Pier’s colorful trolleys for a 
day of fun and “insider” touring. 

Discover exciting new plans for The Yard at 
Chicago Shakespeare, an innovative space that 
can be re-configured for audiences of 150 to 
850. Slip on a hard-hat for a sneak peek at the 
construction site.

Experience the thrill of being among the 
first to ride the new Centennial Wheel. Take 
in an unparalleled view of the city from 
glass-enclosed all-weather cars, followed 
by a behind-the-scenes look at Ferris wheel 
operations with the Pier’s Chief Operating 
Officer. 

Dine en plein air as we enjoy lunch aboard 
Entertainment Cruises’ newest privately 
chartered yacht, the beautiful Elite. 

Be entertained by a theatrical performance 
featuring local Chicago artists in brand-new 
Polk Bros Park next to the spectacular 250-jet 
programmable fountain.

By day’s end, you’ll have a whole new 
perspective on Chicago’s peerless Pier!

Navy Pier at 100: 
Reimagining the People’s Pier

Image ©Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture, 
Courtesy of Chicago Shakespeare Theater

TOUR 1

When Tuesday, September 13 or  
 Wednesday, September 14

 Rain or shine

Where NEW | Buses depart from the  
 north curb of Adams between  
 Canal and Clinton at 8:30 am  
 and return at 3:15 pm.

Walking Extensive, Some Stairs		
Grade	 uuu	

 
Cost $85

 Bus transportation 
 and lunch included
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Alternative medicine isn’t any more—
alternative, that is. Embraced by an ever-
growing number of hospitals, it has been 
renamed integrative medicine. Many doctors 
now endorse acupuncture, massage therapy, 
and other treatments once shunned by 
mainstream medical practitioners. The 
esteemed National Institutes of Health has 
a National Center for Complementary and 
Integrative Health. Even marijuana, once used 
all over the ancient world but banned in the 
20th century, is increasingly prescribed to 
treat epilepsy and to counter the side effects 
of chemotherapy. Skeptics and believers alike, 
join us as we:

Discover why doctors are adopting practices 
they once scorned. 

Visit a leading college of Oriental medicine to 
learn about the curriculum and the process of 
certification and professional licensing. 

Observe demonstrations of shiatsu, 
acupuncture, chiropractic, Tui Na massage and 
other complementary interventions.

Watch a Chinese herbalist create a basic 
formula to treat the common cold.

Stretch your limbs and minds while 
participating in a Qi Gong exercise class.

Enjoy lunch at a lively Chinese restaurant.

Hear a medical marijuana (cannabis) expert 
from Chicago’s first dispensary explain 
methods of growing and compounding 
cannabis, the variety of ways it is consumed 
and the impressive results experienced by 
patients.

Examine the State of Illinois pilot program for 
medical marijuana and learn about the legal 
issues confronting medical marijuana providers 
as they seek to cover more illnesses and 
conditions, address the community’s ethical 
concerns and spar with the legislature.

East Meets West in Medicine: 
Collision or Coalition

TOUR 2

When Thursday, September 29 or 
Friday, September 30

Rain or shine

Where NEW | Buses depart from  
the north curb of Adams  
between Canal and Clinton at  
8:30 am and return at 3:15 pm.

Walking Easy	
Grade	 u	

Cost $85

Bus transportation 
and lunch included

Image courtesy of ©YanC and iStock
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Cheap, powerful and easy to score, heroin 
is ravaging the nation, and America’s 
high schools, colleges and suburbs are 
its battlefield. No longer a drug exclusive 
to junkies, its victims live and work on 
Chicago’s Gold Coast, its suburbs and in 
rural communities. The first high may begin 
with prescription painkillers or pilfered 
pills from a medicine cabinet, triggering 
a relentless pursuit to again hit that initial 
rush. Every 19 minutes someone dies from 
an opioid overdose, now the leading cause 
of unintentional death in America, affecting 
ordinary folks and superstars alike. Yet hope 
exists.

Follow the “heroin highway” from poppy 
fields to Chicago, gaining an understanding of 
border security issues and economics implicit 
in the drug trade. Learn how the drug is “cut” 
with other substances and processed for sale 
on the streets.

Understand the physiology of addiction and 
how changes in the brain make withdrawal 
painful and difficult.

Discover how local police departments are 
innovating to use education, social service 
partnerships and enforcement to prosecute 
dealers and help those with addiction 
problems into treatment. A new approach 
eschews prosecution in favor of supporting 
low-level offenders through recovery 
programs.

Hear those who’ve struggled through 
addiction, along with their families, discuss 
their journeys into recovery. View an 
interactive display showing how to spot signs 
of substance abuse. 

Visit a treatment center and learn how 
recovery programs are structured to meet the 
needs of individuals. Discover resources that 
provide support through relapse, recovery and 
re-entry into a sober life.

Heroin HIGHway: Road to Recovery

TOUR 3

When Monday, October 10 or   
 Tuesday, October 11

 Rain or shine

Where NEW | Buses depart from  
 the north curb of Adams  
 between Canal and Clinton at  
 8:30 am and return at 3:15 pm.

Walking Easy	 	 	
Grade	 u	

 
Cost $85

 Bus transportation 
 and lunch included

Image courtesy of ©drxy and iStock
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What do Bill Gates, Benjamin Franklin, 
and Queen Victoria have in common? The 
Chicago Public Library! Rich in history, 
drama and celebrities, CPL is internationally 
acclaimed as America’s most prestigious 
urban library system. Investigate how CPL—
with its 80 branches—responds to tech-
driven, communications-dependent learning 
opportunities for every age. Visit the crown 
jewel of Franklin’s invention, “The People’s 
University,” constantly stimulating and 
expanding intellectual curiosity and community 
engagement, and collaborating with impressive 
civic, philanthropic, and culturally diverse 
partnerships.

View the Harold Washingtion Library  
Center through a dynamic new lens. Hear 
compelling historic and future visions 
presented by CPL and CPL Foundation 
leadership, including the “Thirty Million 
Words” project, other early childhood literacy 
initiatives, and the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation’s first-of-its-kind grant for twenty-
first century challenges.

Savor Special Collections’ rare treasures, 
including Queen Victoria’s presentation book 
after the Great Chicago Fire, Mayor Harold 
Washington’s Archives, and a Civil War saddle 
of distinction.

Be a Teen! “Hang out, mess around, geek out,” 
with hands-on technology experiments. Share 
the passion of turning new media and 3-D 
printing into educational and economic value.

Be a Tot! Experience literacy strategies: “Talk, 
Sing, Read, Write, Play.”

Mingle with CPL and CPL Foundation 
dignitaries and Chicago authors. Lunch in a 
cozy Library spot.

Tour the new architectural gem, Chinatown 
Branch Library. Guided by Skidmore, Owings 
& Merrill’s design architect and an architectural 
critic, admire this award-winning structure. 
Enjoy fun and substance with a Teen-centered 
Librarian. Delight in early childhood literacy 
spaces. Browse the sophisticated Chinese 
Heritage Collection in this elegant, community-
engaged library.

Architects of Global Knowledge

Image courtesy of the Chicago Public Library

TOUR 4

When Tuesday, October 18 or   
 Wednesday, October 19

 Rain or shine

Where NEW | Buses depart from the  
 north curb of Adams between  
 Canal and Clinton at 8:30 am  
 and return at 3:15 pm.

Walking Easy	 	 	
Grade	 u	

 
Cost $85

 Bus transportation 
 and lunch included
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Law enforcement is in crisis across the nation. 
This is especially true in Chicago, where 
incidents of excessive force and the public’s 
response have drawn national attention. The 
mayor has appointed a Police Accountability 
Task Force and a U.S. Department of Justice 
investigation is underway. Can leadership 
by city officials and an engaged, informed 
citizenry bring about change, resulting in 
improved public trust and safety? While 
there is no quick fix, best practices in policing 
do exist and incremental steps could lead 
to transparency, respectful engagement, 
and accountability. Spend a day with law 
enforcement leaders to better understand this 
critical civic issue.

Visit the Suburban Law Enforcement 
Academy, a new state-of-the-art police training 
facility in Glen Ellyn, where we will experience 
a day in the life of a cadet. Classes include 
de-escalating stressful situations, procedural 
justice and cultural diversity. Understand the 
impact of technology, such as body cameras, 
Tasers and cell phone videos on modern 
policing.

Engage with an expert panel who will 
examine the recommendations of the Police 
Accountability Task Force, discussing how we 
can move forward to resolve this crisis and 
to improve police-community relations. The 
panel discussion takes place downtown at the 
newly renovated Chicago Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications, (OEMC).

NOTE: When registering for this tour, per 
OEMC requirements, all participants must 
provide date of birth. Non U.S. citizens must 
also provide passport information.

Option to Tour the OEMC 911 Center (add one 
hour, day ends at 4:45 pm).

21st Century Policing

TOUR 5

When Tuesday, November 1 or 
Thursday, November 3

Rain or shine

Where NEW | Buses depart from the  
north curb of Adams between 
Canal and Clinton at 8:30 am  
and return at 3:45 pm.  
(Extended Tour Day)

(4:45 pm with optional tour; 
see below)

Walking Moderate	
Grade	 uu	

Cost $85

Bus transportation 
and lunch included

Image courtesy of ©Pamela Moore and iStock
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CONTACT
Nikki Yagoda
KYC Liaison
773.702.1727
nyagoda@uchicago.edu

 

REGISTRATION FEES
$85 Symposium*
$85 each Tour*

*Fees include lunch
and bus transportation

 

WALKING GRADE KEY
Easy Little walking 

u and standing

Moderate Some walking

uu	 and standing

Extensive Prolonged 

uuu walking 
 and standing

General 
Information

WAYS TO REGISTER FOR SYMPOSIUM AND TOURS
Easy online registration: Register at knowyourchicago.org.  
Online registrations will be processed immediately and you will 
know instantly which tours you are registered to attend.

Register with a friend: One of your friends may register you  
online or you may register one (or more) of your friends online.

Register by phone: Call 773.702.1727. You cannot register more 
than one person by phone. We encourage online registration; if  
not possible, you may call.

Symposium registration is required for Tour registration until 
September 7, or until the Symposium sells out, whichever happens 
first.

NEW | TRANSPORTATION
Buses are provided for both the Symposium and the Tours. 
Participants board buses on the north curb of Adams between 
Canal and Clinton.

For the Symposium, participants are urged to ride the bus 
since valet parking at the University is limited. For the Tours, 
participants are required to board the bus downtown and 
remain with that bus throughout the day. At the end of the Tour, 
participants are free to return home on their own rather than 
returning to the Clinton Street drop-off site. Buses depart  
promptly at the time specified; Tours operate on tight schedules 
and bus departure cannot be delayed.

DISABILITIES
Tours may involve a considerable amount of walking, standing, 
and/or stairs. Please consult the walking guide accompanying  
each tour description for an indication of the difficulty of each   
tour. Walking shoes are always recommended. 
 
NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENT
In keeping with its long-standing traditions and policies, the 
University of Chicago considers students, employees, applicants 
for admission or employment, and those seeking access to 
University programs on the basis of individual merit. The University 
does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, 
sexual orientation, gender identity, national or ethnic origin, age, 
status as an individual with a disability, protected veteran status, 
genetic information, or other protected classes as required by law 
(including Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972). For 
additional information regarding the University of Chicago’s Policy 
on Harassment, Discrimination, and Sexual Misconduct, please 
see: harassmentpolicy.uchicago.edu/page/policy. The University 
official responsible for coordinating compliance with this Notice 
of Nondiscrimination is Sarah Wake, Assistant Provost and 
Director of the Office for Equal Opportunity Programs. Ms. Wake 
also serves as the University’s Title IX Coordinator, Affirmative 
Action Officer, and Section 504/ADA Coordinator. You may 
contact Ms. Wake by emailing swake@uchicago.edu, by calling 
773.702.5671, or by writing to Sarah Wake, Office of the Provost, 
The University of Chicago, 5801 S. Ellis Ave., Suite 510, Chicago, IL, 
60637. Attn: Provost, The University of Chicago. 
 
ACCOMMODATIONS
Participants registered for Know Your Chicago who have a 
disability and believe that they may need assistance should 
contact Bridget Collier, Dean of Students at 773.702.2047 or 
bcollier@uchicago.edu in advance of the event.

mailto:nyagoda%40uchicago.edu?subject=
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Know Your Chicago 
Committee

Judith Paine McBrien
Nancy McCracken 
Maggie Meiners
Erica C. Meyer
Joan L. Miller Josephine 
B. Minow* Penny 
Obenshain
Ellen O’Connor* Barbara 
Pearlman Marlene O. 
Rankin
Biba Roesch
Madeline Rosenberg 
Carol M. Schulz Pamela 
Sheffield* Patricia A. 
Sikorovsky* Joan F. 
Small 
Ruddy Smith
Elizabeth Sonnenschein* 
Isabel C. Stewart 
Jeannette P. Tamayo 
Bonnie Vickrey*
Betty Van Gorkom* Joan 
Von Leesen Claire Weiler
Tracy S. Whitehead
Iris Witkowsky
Linda Woloshin 
Bobbi Zabel

Founding member 
Mary Ward Wolkonsky 

Honorary members 
Shadi Bartsch-Zimmer 
Amy Rule

*Denotes a Former Chair

The University of Chicago Graham School of Continuing Liberal and Professional Studies has 
provided diverse educational programs for adults since the University’s founding in 1890. The 
partnership with Know Your Chicago is an example of its dedication to continuing education 
programs and civic awareness.

Learn more at grahamschool.uchicago.edu

Gay-Young Cho, Chair

Susan S. Aaron
Joan Blew 
Judith S. Block* 
Lucille Burrus
Linda Pike Celesia 
Dee Dee Chesley 
Josie Childs 
Mari H. Craven 
Paula Epstein 
Jean M. Foran 
Kitty Freidheim
Karen Frank
Mary Galvin 
Denise Gardner 
Louise Glasser 
Maureen S. Hartigan 
Dorothy Hawley 
Doris B. Holleb 
Julie Jacobson
Marian S. Jacobson 
Sarah P. Jaicks 
Jan Jentes* 
Colleen Karr 
Carolyn Lang 
Donna LaPietra
Janis Lariviere 
Jill F. Levi 
Susan Clark McBride

Our Partner

http://grahamschool.uchicago.edu

